body & mind wellbeing

Spa for
the course

There’s a new breed of spa that offers more than softer skin and a soothed
mind – it teaches lessons in how to live a healthier life

«I surprised myself by leaping out of bed for a 7.30am class»
Penninghame House, Newton Stewart, Dumfries & Galloway
Expect lots of lectures and hands-on sessions on
Penninghame’s Natural Woman programme. The
focus is on the body and mind, and the approach is a
macrobiotic one.
The verdict
Staying at Penninghame is like staying at someone’s
(very grand) house. There’s no formal reception. Indeed, it can be hard to tell staff apart from guests because everyone looks so content.
The lectures, which I expected to be the dreariest
part, were actually great. We learned how diet affects
our hormones, and so our body, weight and mood. I
lapped up talks from the 25-year-old who was new
to the macrobiotic lifestyle and a 70-year-old who
had been doing it for decades.
I surprised myself by leaping out of bed for the
daily 7.30am Chi Ball classes. But the biggest surprise was that having demanded to know how to turn
the telly on in the lecture room, I passed and went to
bed early. For once my mind could acknowledge I
needed sleep more than BBC1.
What we learned
■ A healthy diet is the best stress buster. Our adrenal glands produce hormones that help us deal with
stress. Keep the adrenals healthy (so you can deal
with stress better) by avoiding coffee and fizzy
drinks. Green leafy vegetables, wholegrains, mushrooms and fruits, especially berries, stop the stress
hormone cortisol from flooding the body.
■ Simple food swaps can make a real difference. Eat
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local, not tropical fruit. The odd pineapple is fine, but
we’re not a tropical island or people. According to
macrobiotic rules, that daily banana plays havoc with
our digestive and hormonal systems. And it contains
the equivalent of 6tsp of sugar, which creates acid in
the body, and is high GI (so we get a spike of energy
followed by a dip). Eat a low-GI British apple instead.
■ Our emotions can wreck havoc on our body. Emotional stress creates acid in the body, which is the
root of many health problems, including chronic
pain, disease and weight gain. The benefits of eating
healthily and exercising regularly can be undone by
emotional stress so, if possible, avoid people and situations that upset you. Lorna V

The six-night
Natural Woman
programme at
Penninghame
House costs
from £1,250,
including all meals
(01671 401414,
penninghame.org)
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‹‹There was no pressure to adopt saintly behaviour››
One & Only Palmilla, Los Cabos, Mexico

This resort marries the therapeutic benefits of a topnotch health spa with the decadence of a five-star
holiday. Rather than a formal wellbeing programme,
you’re invited to join as few or as many classes as you
like, including nutrition, yoga, massage and dance.
The verdict
I was surprised at the variety of activities on offer,
and took the opportunity to learn as much as I could,
from facial massage to therapeutic drumming.
Learning so many take-home skills made an expensive getaway feel like better value for money, and
more worthwhile than a conventional spa trip.
I loved that there was no set programme for each
day, which meant I could hang out in the impressive
treatment rooms at my leisure, instead of feeling
guilty for skipping a class. There was no pressure to
adopt saintly behaviour, and with all the outstanding food and wine on offer, it would have been a
shame not to be able to indulge.
Back home, my approach to my health is more
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holistic. I now exercise outside more, on the advice Rooms at
of the spa’s experts, and when I’m stressed, instead of One&Only
Palmilla cost
freaking out I use de-stressing breathing techniques. from £431 per
night (oneandonly
What we learned
resorts.com).
■ Music can heal. In the music therapy sessions I Virgin Atlantic
was advised to start the morning by listening to my flies from
Heathrow to
favourite rhythmic song, or something full of drum- Los Cabos via
ming. ‘The therapeutic application of sound to the San Francisco
(virginatlantic.
mind and body has been shown to boost the immune com)
system, lower blood pressure, slow breathing, curb
stress and alleviate pain,’ said spa manager Barbara
Olvera.‘The repetitiveness of drumming changes
the activity of brainwaves, inducing calm and focused awareness.’
■ Repeat a mantra for a good night’s sleep. Repeating over and over in the mind certain syllables, words
or phrases helps counteract negative mental states.
It is especially helpful for people with restless minds,
whose turbulent thoughts keep them from relaxing,
concentrating and falling asleep. Amerley Ollenu >>>
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